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ABSTRACT
We examined genre-specific reading strategies for literary texts and hypothesized that text categorization (literary prose vs. poetry) modulates both how readers gather information from a text (eye movements) and how they realize its phonetic surface form (speech production). We recorded eye movements and speech while college students (N = 32) orally read identical texts that we categorized and formatted as either literary prose or poetry. We further varied the text position of critical regions (text-initial vs. text-medial) to compare how identical information is read and articulated with and without context; this allowed us to assess whether genre-specific reading strategies make differential use of identical context information. We observed genre-dependent differences in reading and speaking tempo that reflected several aspects of reading and articulation. Analyses of regions of interests revealed that word-skipping increased particularly while readers progressed through the texts in the prose condition; speech rhythm was more pronounced in the poetry condition irrespective of the text position. Our results characterize strategic poetry and prose reading, indicate that adjustments of reading behavior partly reflect differences in phonetic surface form, and shed light onto the dynamics of genre-specific literary reading. They generally support a theory of literary comprehension that assumes distinct literary processing modes and incorporates text categorization as an initial processing step.

Introduction
Readers’ schematic conceptions of text types and genres allow them to strategically process and comprehend unfamiliar texts (e.g., Van Dijk & Kintsch, 1983). Readers adjust, for instance, to different types of literary texts such as literary prose and poetry—two broad categories of literary composition distinct enough to result in strategic differentiation. Previous work has revealed a number of differences between the processing strategies for these literary genres, for example, that readers associate them with distinct conceptions of how their phonetic surface form should be realized. Converging phonetic evidence even allows to characterize these genre-appropriate articulation strategies in terms of distinctive features (Bröggelwirth, 2007; Byers, 1979; Fant et al., 1991; Wagner, 2012), although the status of some features remains disputed (Barney, 1999). A similarly fine-grained characterization of poetry- and prose-specific
reading strategies is currently impossible, though, since relevant contrastive evidence remains sparse and partly contradictory.

To shed new light on experienced readers’ processing strategies for literary prose and poetry, we analyzed speech signals and eye movements recorded during oral reading. While eye movements reveal how readers gather information from a text, speech signals expose how they realize its phonetic surface form. Thus, we were able to reassess prior characterizations of poetry- and prose-specific oral text performance, to identify eye-movement correlates of their respective reading strategies, and to assess in how far genre-specific reading behavior reflects the construction of phonetic surface form. In addition to refining and extending the static profiles of genre-specific text processing revealed in previous investigations (e.g., in terms of average reading tempo), we aimed to obtain initial evidence for distinct processing dynamics in poetry and prose comprehension, as predicted by Zwaan’s (1996) model of literary comprehension and Gernsbacher’s structure building framework (Gernsbacher, 1991, 1997).

Genre-specific text processing

Theories of discourse comprehension widely acknowledge that readers’ schematic conceptions of text types guide the strategic comprehension of unfamiliar texts (Graesser & Forsyth, 2013; Graesser et al., 1997; Kintsch, 1998; McNamara & Magliano, 2009; Meutsch, 1986; Perfetti & Stafura, 2014; Sparks & Rapp, 2010; Van Dijk & Kintsch, 1983; Viehoff, 1995). The general idea is that schematic genre conceptions emerge from mounting reading experience, as readers encounter similar formal and thematic text properties across multiple reading episodes. In this sense, genre conceptions are generalizations across readers’ individual text corpora. These generalized text categories are activated either by explicit genre categorization or when a given text matches the prototypical properties of the category (Hanauer, 1995, 1997). Once activated, genre conceptions prompt expectations of formal and thematic text properties that lead the comprehension system to adjust to the expected input.

The hypothesis of genre-appropriate text processing is supported by mounting crosslinguistic evidence (Blohm et al., 2017; Duke & Roberts, 2010; Fechino et al., 2020; Hanauer, 1998; Koops van ’T Jagt et al., 2014; Schumacher & Avrutin, 2011; Zwaan, 1994), demonstrating, for instance, that readers use distinct strategies for literary and expository texts, which modulates both the process and the outcome of text comprehension (Hanauer, 1998; Schmitz et al., 2017; Zwaan, 1994). To account for this literary reading mode, Zwaan (1996) sketched a model of literary comprehension based on Kintsch’s (1988) construction-integration model. Zwaan proposed that experienced readers develop a literary-comprehension control system (LCCS) that allows them to deal with the peculiarities of literary texts and the “deliberate inconsiderateness” encountered in many of them. The LCCS is characterized by slower reading tempo than the control system for expository texts, and it results in better memory for surface form but less accurate memory for situational information, which Zwaan interpreted in terms of differential allocation of attentional resources (for initial evidence, see Blohm et al., 2021).

Differentiation of literary processing strategies: literary prose versus poetry

The distinction between poetry and prose is a rather general one; both categories comprise a diverse range of subgenres and texts. Generally speaking, prose constitutes sort of the default case that resembles conversational speech in the sense that, prototypically, discourse coherence is its organizing principle (Gernsbacher, 1997; Givón, 1992; Halliday & Hasan, 1976; Havránek, 1964; Mukařovský, 1964). Poetry, by contrast, traditionally constitutes bound or regulated speech, which is distinct from conversational speech in the sense that, prototypically, formal coherence and cohesive parallelism are its organizing principles (Ayars, 2018; Havránek, 1964; Hopkins, 1959; Jakobson, 1960, 1966, 1971; Mukařovský, 1964; Youmans, 1983).
This means that the surface form of regulated verse is subject to formal constraints such as conventional lineation and meter, which result in artificial formal units (i.e., verse lines) whose rhythmic patterns repeat periodically (Fabb, 2015). These fundamental differences between prototypical prose and poetry should lead to a basic differentiation of readers’ literary genre conceptions (Steen, 1999) and to an appropriate differentiation of literary processing strategies.

Previous research indicates that these differences are indeed reflected in the processing strategies for literary prose and poetry. Not only does poetry comprehension result in particularly strong representations of surface form (Hanauer, 1998)—more durable and accurate than those resulting from prose comprehension (Tillmann & Dowling, 2007)—contrastive phonetic studies also show consistently that readers associate poetry and prose with distinct conceptions of how phonetic surface form should be realized (e.g., Byers, 1979; Wagner, 2012). These systematic phonetic differences indicate that strategic literary comprehension involves genre-appropriate prosodic modulations—converging cross-linguistic evidence has even identified a number of melodic and rhythmical features that characterize “poetic intonation” and that set it apart from the oral performance of prose. For one, speakers articulate poetry more slowly than prose and systematically lengthen speech units like phonemes, syllables, and prosodic feet (Bröggelwirth, 2007; Kruckenber& Fant, 1993). Poetry-specific syllable lengthening affects stressed syllables to a greater degree than unstressed ones, which enhances prosodic prominence contrasts—as indexed by increased duration ratios of strong (=stressed) and weak (=unstressed) syllables—and thus leads to more pronounced speech rhythm for poetry than for prose (Kruckenber& Fant, 1993; Wagner, 2012). Moreover, silent speech pauses are more frequent in poetry (Barney, 1999; Byers, 1979). Although driven by articulation speed and speech pauses, modulations of the global speaking rate (or: speech rate)—a distinctive feature of Byers (1979) original “formula for poetic intonation”—have proven less uniform in earlier investigations (Barney, 1999), so that their genre-distinctive status remains unclear. The present study aimed to reassess these genre-specific articulatory adjustments and to clarify the status of speaking rate modulations and the relative contribution of articulation and speech pauses.

Whereas these genre-appropriate articulatory adjustments are fairly well established, extant contrastive evidence for poetry- and prose-specific reading behavior remains relatively sparse. In line with the speaking rate reduction observed in most contrastive phonetic studies, strategic poetry reading appears to be slower than prose reading (Hanauer, 1998; Peskin, 2007, 2010), which has previously been attributed to distinct interpretive operations in poetry comprehension (Blohm et al., 2017; Gibbs et al., 1991; Hoffstaedter, 1987; Peskin, 2007). But unidimensional measures like reading times allow only for a very crude characterization of genre-specific reading behavior, whereas eye-tracking can provide a more fine-grained picture. A contrastive eye-tracking study by Koops van 'T Jagt et al. (2014) focused on lineation in poetry and demonstrated that this characteristic formal feature locally increases reading times and affects regressions at the words preceding and following line breaks compared to prose versions where these regions occurred line-medially. The most detailed description of genre-specific eye-movement correlates stems from a study by Fischer et al. (2003) in which participants read poems in both the original layout and in prose format. Results revealed that average fixation durations were longer for the original poem versions and that progressive saccades were smaller, whereas regressive ones were longer and more frequent. Observed differences in the number of fixations and in global reading rates did not reach statistical significance, which is at odds with the respective reading-time data. A recent study by Fechino et al. (2020) confirmed that the poetry (vs. prose) layout leads readers to reduce their reading speed and to regress more frequently. The present study extends this sparse evidential basis, aiming to characterize poetry- and prose-specific reading behavior in terms of distinctive eye-movement adjustments and to show that genre-specific reading partly reflects modulations of phonetic surface form.
Taken together, the available evidence seems to confirm that readers pursue distinct strategies for literary prose and poetry. Zwaan’s model of literary comprehension accounts for this differentiation of literary comprehension in terms of gradient effects of the LCCS, which are more pronounced for poetry than for prose, because readers expect a greater degree of “literariness” in verse, for example, systematic sound patterns and creative figurative language. This gradient conception of literary reading strategies contrasts with a categorial difference, proposed by Kintsch (1998, pp. 206–209), that acknowledges the cohesive force of sound patterning in verse. He argued that prose comprehension results only in representations of linguistic surface form, propositional content, and in mental models of the states of affairs described, whereas poetry comprehension additionally results in the construction of a versification level that represents the systematic sound patterns of verse. But contrary to linguistic, propositional, and situational representations, the online construction of the versification level abstracts implicit patterns from periodic sound recurrences encountered in the phonetic surface form of the context. This entails that—even if the reading strategy for poetry contains “instructions to attend to sound recurrences in the assumption that these are not random” (De Beaugrande, 1978, p. 24; see also Rosenblatt, 1978)—the representations of rhythmic patterns emerge incrementally if the prosodic context gives sufficient evidence of the underlying regularities.

Such dynamics are captured by the structure building framework (Gernsbacher, 1991, 1997), which maintains that text-initial information results in the representational foundation(s) onto which later input is mapped. Based on this idea, we hypothesized that early poetry comprehension seeks to construct strong foundations of surface form and of its rhythmic patterns at the versification level and that later prosodic information is then integrated in accordance with these regularities. Specifically, we expected that—reflecting the incremental construction of the versification level—oral poetry performance becomes increasingly rhythmic as readers navigate through a text. By contrast, early prose comprehension should focus on the foundations of a coherent propositional discourse model, which thematically constrains and guides later comprehension and thus warrants less careful navigation through a text. Hence, we expected that prose reading becomes increasingly risky with mounting discourse context.

Present study

We recorded speech signals and eye movements while participants \( (N = 32) \) orally read short texts \( (N = 48) \) that we categorized and formatted as either literary prose or poetry (genre: prose vs. poetry). Presenting identical texts in both genre conditions controlled linguistic and thematic variables and isolated effects of the text category. This enabled us to address unresolved issues regarding the articulation strategies of these genre conceptions, to extend the sparse contrastive eye-movement evidence and characterize poetry- and prose-specific reading behavior in terms of distinctive eye-movement indices, and to assess in how far potential genre-dependent adjustments of reading speed—previously shown to correlate with distinct interpretive operations—reflect genre-appropriate articulation strategies and the construction of phonetic surface form.

The genre-specific acoustic and behavioral profiles we aim to obtain are useful approximations to strategic default adjustments. But since they constitute genre-dependent differences averaged across readers and texts, they fail to reflect the incrementality of the comprehension process and, hence, cannot reveal the genre-specific processing dynamics we hypothesized. To test these hypotheses, we varied the position of a critical region, which either occurred at the very beginning of the text (where no context information is available) or following a short context (position: text-initial vs. text-medial). The rationale behind this manipulation was that genre-appropriate default adjustments should result in differences that remain constant across the text or that occur only text-initially. Genre-specific processing dynamics, by contrast, should be reflected in differences between genres that emerge only later in the text. Comparing acoustic
correlates of word stress in the critical region thus enabled us to examine whether (only) the oral performance of poetry becomes increasingly rhythmic. Analyzing word-skipping rates in the critical region allowed us to assess whether (only) prose reading becomes riskier if guiding discourse context is available.

**Methods**

**Design and hypotheses**

We used a 2 × 2 factorial design that crossed genre (poetry vs. prose) and the text position of critical regions (initial vs. medial) within participants and texts using a Latin square (cf. Koops van ’T Jagt et al., 2014). Presenting identical texts in either a four-line stanza format (genre: poetry) or—removing two of the line breaks—in a two-line prose layout (genre: prose) kept linguistic variables constant and thus avoided potential confounds between text and genre (cf. Bröggelwirth, 2007; Fischer et al., 2003); see Materials below for details. In addition to this visual layout cue, participants received written instructions that explicitly specified the genre of the texts (cf. Schmitz et al., 2017; Zwaan, 1994). Based on previous findings, we predicted that readers reduce their speaking tempo for poetry versus prose and that this reduction reflects slower articulation and more frequent speech pauses. We further predicted a similar reduction of the reading tempo, which—following earlier eye-movement results—we expected to reflect more and longer fixations in poetry than in prose, shorter progressive saccades, and longer and more frequent regressive ones. Finally, we expected that genre-specific adjustments of reading speed partly reflect the respective modulations of phonetic surface form.

To test our hypotheses regarding genre-specific processing dynamics, we varied the text position of critical regions by inverting the order of the two complex sentences that made up each text, which kept linguistic variables constant across position conditions, too. Critical regions thus occurred either without prior context at the very beginning of the text (position: text-initial) or following a complex context sentence (position: text-medial). The rhythmicity of oral text performance was captured by phonetic S/W (=strong/weak) ratios of the critical region, that is, by the relative duration, pitch, and intensity of strong and weak syllables. Based on the results of Wagner (2012) we predicted greater S/W ratios, and thus more pronounced speech rhythm, in poetry than in prose. If this rhythmicity effect is entirely driven by genre categorization, then readers should emphasize linguistic rhythm independently of prosodic context, and we should observe a stable genre difference across text positions. But if it reflects text-specific metrical representations at the versification level, then the initial lines of a poem first need to lay this foundation before a genre difference arises text-medially (interaction effect of genre and position). Finally, if poetry readers initially rely on their schematic genre conceptions and then integrate the prosodic regularities of the recurrent metrical pattern, we should observe an initial prosodic contrast between genres that further diverges text-medially (main effect of genre + interaction effect of genre and position). We further predicted that words in context are skipped more frequently than text-initial ones (main effect of position) and that this tendency—indicative of readers’ increasing reliance on discourse-semantic constraint as they navigate through a text—is absent or greatly attenuated in poetry reading (interaction effect of genre and position).

**Materials**

We constructed 48 short critical texts of comparable complexity (Table 1), each consisting of two (typically biclausal) sentences (Figure 1A); critical texts are provided in Appendix A. Care was taken that the speech rhythm of all texts was consistent with a binary metrical pattern in which strong and weak syllables alternate (Figure 1B). Stimulus texts were either formatted as a two-line prose excerpt or as a four-line stanza of poetry (Figure 1C) (see also (Beck & Konieczny, 2021; Fechino et al., 2020); in line with genre conventions, the poetry layout further differed from the prose format in terms of line-initial capitalization irrespective of word class (cf. Fischer et al., 2003), which otherwise determines sentence-internal
capitalization in German orthography. Note, however, that this did not affect the critical regions, which consistently featured sentence-initial capitalization across genre conditions.

Table 1. Properties of Critical Texts (N = 48) and Regions of Interest (Table view)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Critical Texts</th>
<th>Region of Interest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>First Function Word</td>
<td>Second Function Word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of words</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of syllables</td>
<td>36.4</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of characters</td>
<td>134.3</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Example of a critical text and illustration of experimental manipulations. (a) Example of a constructed stimulus text (German original and English translation). (b) Alignment of syllable prominence to a regular metrical pattern; S = strong metrical position, W = weak metrical position; syllables bearing lexical stress are capitalized; bold highlights the region of interest. In the context sentence, this alignment was mostly achieved via polysyllabic words to provide clear evidence of the underlying prosodic pattern; this polysyllabic word constraint was relaxed in postcritical regions of the target sentence. (c) Illustration of the four critical conditions; bold highlights the critical region of interest; genre (prose vs. poetry) was manipulated via explicit categorization in the instruction text and via appropriate text formatting; the absence vs. presence of contextual information was manipulated by varying the critical regions’ text position (text-initial vs. text-medial).

Each text contained a critical region of two monosyllabic function words (FWs, e.g., “on the”) whose phonetic realization and fixation probability we expected to differ between conditions. We ensured that the critical regions occurred line-initially in both genre conditions and that none of the line breaks necessitated syntactic reanalysis at the beginning of the next line (in most cases, line breaks corresponded to punctuation-marked clause boundaries). Each critical FW pair constituted the initial prosodic foot of the respective sentence and conformed to one of four syntactic frames that allowed for sufficient lexical variation between items:

1. dummy pronoun + auxiliary (e.g., “es hat” = “it has”)
2. subordinating conjunction + pronoun (e.g., “als ich” = “when I”)
3. relative wh-pronoun + determiner/pronoun (e.g., “was ich” = “what I”)
(4) preposition + determiner (e.g., “auf der” = “on the”).

Each syntactic frame was represented by 12 critical items; the number of items per syntactic frame and condition was balanced for each participant. Critical regions were followed by trochaic content words that were either free lexemes (44 items) or first constituents of compound words (4 items). This postcritical region served for comparison with the critical region and biased readers toward realizing the preceding critical region as a trochaic foot (=stressed–unstressed) to optimize rhythm (Vogel et al., 2015) and to parallelize adjacent prosodic feet (Kentner, 2015; Wiese, 2016; Wiese & Speyer, 2015).

All texts were presented in each of the four conditions. The resulting 192 critical text versions were distributed over four lists according to a Latin square (participants/texts/conditions). Each participant read 24 critical texts per genre condition, presented in separate blocks and with the appropriate layout; each genre block additionally contained 24 authentic texts (short prose excerpts or stanzas of poetry with various meters) that only served to reinforce the instruction and were excluded from the analysis. The order of genres was counterbalanced across participants so that each ordered list was read by four participants.

**Participants**

We recruited 32 adult native speakers of German from the University of Frankfurt community (23 women; mean age, 25.4 years; range, 18–39 years); all of them had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and none reported any known reading or speech disorders. Data from three further participants were excluded, as the removal of outliers and trials containing speech errors resulted in less than 75% of the original observations in at least one condition; the recording session of one further participant was aborted due to ongoing calibration problems. Note that our participants were “experienced readers” in the sense that they had learned to read at (roughly) the age of 6 and that their education (>10 years of school) had familiarized them with different literary genres. Still, they were literary nonexperts in the sense that none of them had extensive creative-writing experience or had received a higher education focusing on literature (cf. Hanauer, 1996).

**Procedure**

Before the main experiment, we informed participants about the experimental procedures and familiarized them with the technical equipment. Experimental sessions took about 45 minutes, comprising two blocks (poetry and prose; ~15 minutes each) separated by a short break (~5-10 minutes). During the main experiment, participants were seated in a dimly lit and sound-attenuated recording booth while two experimenters (seated outside the recording booth) monitored the eye-movement recording and documented speech errors. Participants received written instructions that specified the genre (prose or poetry) at the beginning of each block (Appendix B). To minimize conscious articulatory planning prior to articulation, participants were instructed to orally read each text as soon as it appeared on the screen and to press a button on a handheld gamepad once they had finished reading the text. Having made sure that the instructions had been read and understood, an experimenter fixed and checked the headset microphone, and the experiment began with a short practice session of two trials per block. During the break, we removed the microphone and led participants into an adjoining room where they had a cup of water and answered a brief questionnaire about their reading habits (~5 minutes). Once participants had filled out the questionnaire, the experimental session was resumed with the second genre block, following the procedure described above. Each trial began with the presentation of a small black square just to the left of where the first word of the text was going to be displayed. Onset of the text presentation and start of the voice recording were gaze-contingent and began once a valid fixation had been registered on this square. All experimental procedures were approved by the Ethics Council of the Max Planck Society and were undertaken with written informed consent from each participant.
Text presentation and audio recording were controlled via the open-source software EyeTrack. Voice recordings were made using a directional headset microphone (DPA Microphones A/S, Alleroed, Denmark) and sampling at 44.1 kHz with a 16-bit resolution. The recording level was fine-tuned for each participant prior to the recording session.

Eye movements were registered with an EyeLink 1000 eye tracker (SR Research Ltd., Ontario, Canada) sampling at 1,000 Hz. Viewing was binocular, but only one eye was monitored (the right eye whenever possible). Participants were seated at a distance of approximately 60 cm from the screen. Texts were aligned to the left edge of the display and presented in a black 28-point Courier font on a light-gray background; this presentation ensured that all texts could be displayed as intended and be easily read by the participants. Recording sessions began with a nine-point calibration of the eye tracker, and a drift correction was performed before each trial. Calibration was repeated after breaks and when deemed necessary by the experimenter.

Data analysis

Outlier removal

We excluded all trials from the analysis that contained speech errors (as documented during the experiment by one of the experimenters) or that had late articulation onsets exceeding a threshold of three median absolute deviations above the median value (Leys et al., 2013), corresponding to 1.79 seconds post onset of the text display. On the basis of these criteria, 10.87% of the data points were excluded. The remaining observations were distributed evenly across genres (chi-squared test for given probabilities: $\chi^2(1) = 0.07, p = .787$) and conditions ($\chi^2(3) = 2.70, p = .440$); average articulation onsets of the remaining trials did not differ between genre conditions (Welch’s two-sample $t$-test: $t(1367.8) < 1, p = .696$).

Acoustic analysis

Voice recordings were presegmented using the software MAUS (Kisler et al., 2017). Subsequently, syllable boundaries in critical and postcritical regions were inspected and manually corrected if necessary, before we extracted phonetic parameters using Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2017).

Global measures. We extracted the total speaking time per trial (i.e., the time from articulation onset to offset) and the number and durations of silent speech pauses; total articulation time per trial was obtained by subtracting the summed pause durations from the total speaking time. From these unstandardized measures we then calculated trial-level speaking/speech rates (=number of syllables/total speaking time) as a general index of oral reading fluency (cf. Byers, 1979); speaking rates reflect the average number of syllables produced per second so that values decrease when speakers slow down. To obtain a more fine-grained characterization of oral text performance, we further calculated articulation rates (=number of syllables/articulation time), the proportion of pauses per trial (=summed pause durations/total speaking time), and pause rates (=number of syllables/number of pauses) and the average pause duration.

Local measures. We further extracted the duration, mean pitch, and mean intensity for each syllable in the critical and postcritical regions. From these values we calculated S/W ratios (cf. Wagner, 2012), that is, the relative duration (in ms), intensity (in dB), and pitch (in Hz) of strong and weak syllables per prosodic foot (=region), assuming a trochaic rhythm (=SW) for both critical and postcritical feet.

Eye-movement analysis

Global measures. We first calculated trial-level reading rates, a general index of participants’ reading performance that relates reading time to the amount of information processed. Reading rates were calculated
for each trial by dividing the summed fixation durations (i.e., excluding saccades) by the number of characters per text (cf. Fischer et al., 2003); note that, contrary to speaking rates, reading rate values increase when speakers slow down. To obtain a more nuanced characterization of how participants gathered information from each text, we further analyzed the fixation rate per trial (=number of fixations/number of words) and the average fixation duration as well as the percentage of regressive saccades and the average length of progressions and regressions.

Local measures. Analyses of local effects were restricted to word-skipping rates for critical function words and postcritical content words. We extracted for each trial whether the words in critical and postcritical regions were fixated or skipped; spaces between words were included into the following word to account for the forward-biased perceptual span (Ashby et al., 2012).

Statistical analysis

Trial-level data were analyzed using linear and logistic mixed-effects regression with crossed random effects for participants and items (Baayen et al., 2008). The parsimonious random effect structure for each model was determined using a forward-selection heuristic based on likelihood ratio tests with a liberal alpha level of 0.1 (Bates, Kliegl et al., 2015; Matuschek et al., 2017). Global analyses tested for fixed main effects of genre (poetry vs. prose) on text-level measures. Local analyses tested for fixed main and interaction effects of genre (poetry vs. prose) and text position (initial vs. medial) on calculated S/W ratios in critical and postcritical regions and on the likelihood of skipping (fixated vs. skipped) the words in these regions.

The calculation of p-values and effect size estimates (Cohen’s d) used Satterthwaite’s method for estimating the degrees of freedom; odds ratios (ORs) are reported as effect size estimates of logistic regression models; the false discovery rate was controlled in multiple post-hoc comparisons (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995). All analyses were carried out in R (R_Core_Team, 2019) using the packages car (Fox & Weisberg, 2011), lme4 (Bates, Mächler et al., 2015), lmerTest (Kuznetsova et al., 2017), and EMAtools (Kleiman, 2017).

Results

Global differences between genres

Our initial analyses aimed to characterize genre-induced behavioral adjustments in terms of articulation-related indices and eye-movement measures. Observed values and results of the statistical analyses are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. Genre-Specific Oral Reading (Prose vs. Poetry) (Table view)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Prose</th>
<th>Poetry</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Cohen’s d</th>
<th>CI95%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Articulation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech rate (syllables/s)</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>4.57</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>−0.21</td>
<td>−13.10</td>
<td>−0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Articulation rate (syllables/s)</td>
<td>5.28</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>5.09</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>−0.19</td>
<td>−12.76</td>
<td>−0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pause rate (syllables/pause)</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>−2.6</td>
<td>−6.64</td>
<td>−0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean pause duration (ms)</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>−14</td>
<td>−2.25</td>
<td>−0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion of pauses (%)</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion of pauses (%)</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye movements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading rate (ms/character)</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8.81</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Global articulation differences
We had predicted a general slowdown for oral poetry (vs. prose) reading, with slower speaking and articulation rates and with more silent speech pauses. Analyses of the acoustic data confirmed that participants orally read poetry at a slower rate than prose (Figure 2A). This reduction reflected that they articulated speech units in poetry more slowly (Figure 2B) and that the proportion of silent speech pauses was greater when they read poetry (Figure 2C). To assess the relative contribution of articulatory slowdown and speech pauses we fitted a linear model (adjusted $R^2 = 0.99$) that predicted participant-level speaking-rate adjustments (difference: prose-poetry) as a function of participants’ genre-dependent adjustments to their articulation speed and to the proportion of speech pauses; results indicated that slower articulation accounted for roughly twice as much variance ($\Delta R^2 = 0.61$) as the increased proportion of pauses ($\Delta R^2 = 0.32$). The increased proportion of pause time reflected that silent speech pauses were more frequent in poetry (Figure 2D), whereas their average duration was in fact shorter than in prose (Figure 2E).

### Table 1: Measures of Articulation and Eye Movements during Oral Poetry- and Prose Reading

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Prose</th>
<th>Poetry</th>
<th>$B$</th>
<th>$SE$</th>
<th>$t$</th>
<th>Cohen's $d$</th>
<th>CI95%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fixation rate (fixations/word)</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>0.06***</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>5.51</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>[0.04, 0.08]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean fixation duration (ms)</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>3**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>[1, 6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regressive saccades (%)</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>-0.9**</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>-3.06</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>[-1.5, -0.3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progression length (no. of characters)</td>
<td>5.98</td>
<td>5.32</td>
<td>-0.66***</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>-21.30</td>
<td>-1.19</td>
<td>[-0.72, -0.60]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regression length (no. of characters)</td>
<td>7.14</td>
<td>5.22</td>
<td>-1.91***</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>-10.08</td>
<td>-0.56</td>
<td>[-2.28, -1.54]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Observed condition means and standard deviations as well as results of multilevel regression analyses: coefficient estimates ($B$) and standard errors ($SE$), along with 95% confidence intervals (CI95%), $t$-value and effect size estimates (Cohen’s $d$); Satterthwaite’s method was used to approximate the degrees of freedom. Models tested for the fixed main effect of genre (poetry vs. prose) and contained random effects for both participants ($N = 32$) and texts ($N = 48$).

* $p < .05$. ** $p < .01$. *** $p < .001$

**Figure 2.** Measures of articulation (a-e) and eye movements (f-k) during oral poetry- and prose reading. Participants ($N = 32$) read short texts that we categorized and formatted as either poetry or prose. Bars indicate observed condition means; error bars indicate the standard error of the mean. (a) Mean speaking/speech rate in syllables produced per second of speaking time (including pauses). (b) Mean articulation rate in syllables produced per second of articulation time (excluding pauses). (c) Percentage of speaking time filled with silent speech pauses. (d) The pause rate/frequency reflected the average number of syllables produced per silent speech pause. (e) Mean duration of silent speech pauses in milliseconds. (f) Mean reading rate in milliseconds per character of text. (g) Mean number of fixations per word. (h) Mean fixation duration in milliseconds. (i) Percentage of regressive (vs. progressive) saccades. (j) Mean length of progressive saccades in characters of text. (k) Mean length of regressive saccades in characters of text.
Fully supporting our hypotheses, these results are consistent with previous cross-linguistic evidence (e.g., Swedish, English, and German) indicating that readers realize speech units in poetry with longer durations than in prose (Bröggelwirth, 2007; Byers, 1979; Kruckenberg & Fant, 1993; Nord et al., 1990; Wagner, 2012) and that silent speech pauses are more frequent (Barney, 1999; Byers, 1979). Participants’ genre-dependent modulations of their speaking rates support Byers (1979) original “formula for poetic intonation” but are inconsistent with the revised formula proposed by Barney (1999), who had argued that speaking rate adjustments are a general feature of text performance rather than a distinctive feature of poetic intonation. Barney’s observations and the results of Byers and the present study can be reconciled if one assumes that genre-specific oral reading strategies are differentiated by distinct but possibly overlapping ranges of gradient articulatory adjustments.

Many of our phonetic dependent measures (reading rates, frequency, and duration of speech pauses) are considered indices of oral reading proficiency (e.g., Kowal et al., 1975). Here, the observed effects reflect neither interindividual differences nor linguistic variables but rather expose genre-driven top-down adjustments within individuals, indicating that readers (of literature) pursue genre-schematic articulation/intonation strategies. Note, though, that the greater frequency of speech pauses in poetry performance might not only reflect strategic top-down control but may be partly due to additional caesuras induced by the verse format (Kien & Kemp, 1994), thus highlighting the verse line as a key unit of poetic text organization (Fabb, 2015). These additional short caesuras might account for our observation that speech pauses were, on average, slightly shorter in poetry than in prose. Although the exact relation of overt and inner speech is still a matter of debate (Perrone-Bertolotti et al., 2014), we assume that the strategic global articulatory adjustments we observed characterize both overt and silent articulation, since their general high-level parameters (e.g., tempo and rhythm) appear to be quite similar in healthy populations (MacKay, 1992).

Global eye-movement differences

Since reading speed adjustments have been reported in several contrastive studies of genre-specific reading, we had predicted a general slowdown for poetry reading compared to prose reading. Based on the results of a previous eye-tracking investigation of poetry- and prose comprehension, we had expected that the reading strategy for poetry leads readers to fixate longer and more frequently and to make shorter progressive saccades but longer and more frequent regressive ones.

Results confirmed that participants read poetry more slowly than they read prose, resulting in greater reading rates as readers spent more time per character reading poetry (Figure 2F). This slowdown is consistent with previous results (Hanauer, 1998; Peskin, 2007) and reflected that, as expected, fixations were more frequent (Figure 2G) and slightly longer (Figure 2H) for poetry than for prose. These findings are partly inconsistent with the results of Fischer et al. (2003), who found that observed differences in reading rates and fixation frequency were not reliable; this inconsistency presumably reflects differences in sample size and statistical power to detect the rather subtle effects of genre categorization (Fischer et al., 2003, p. 96 observations from 12 participants; the present study: more than 1200 observations from 32 participants). Contrary to our expectations and prior results (Fechino et al., 2020; Fischer et al., 2003), regressive saccades were less likely in poetry than in prose (Figure 2I), and both progressive and regressive saccades covered shorter distances in poetry reading (Figure 2J and K). We assume that this discrepancy reflects distinct task demands in these experiments. Performance in the oral reading task of the present study does not benefit from regressions once the end of the text has been reached and the text has been read aloud entirely; the slight decrease of regressive saccades we observed for the poetry strategy thus presumably reflects that readers’ careful navigation through the text was less error-prone. By contrast, in the comprehension task used by Fischer and colleagues, performance profits from strategic rereading as participants ensure that they
have gathered all the relevant information; in line with this interpretation, the probability of regressions was generally higher in Fischer’s study (~28%) than in the present one (~19%). The need to reread prior information in the comprehension task might be greater for poetry if the implicit task demand is higher (Weiss et al., 2018), that is, if there seems “more to gather and comprehend” in poetry than in prose as participants expect to encounter significance beyond plain sense (for supporting evidence, see Peskin, 2007). In this sense, the regression results of prior studies seem to be more ecologically valid than the present ones.

The observed effects on eye movements are usually seen as indices of individual reading proficiency or varying processing demand due to linguistic, semantic, or task-related variables (Rayner, 1998). These factors were carefully controlled in the present study and can be ruled out as potential explanations for the systematic differences we observed. Since these differences occurred within individuals and showed considerable overlap across readers, we interpret them as behavioral correlates of the genre-specific processing strategies for literary prose and poetry. Corroborating the notion of genre-appropriate language processing (Graesser et al., 1997; McDaniel et al., 1986; Perfetti & Stafura, 2014; Zwaan, 1993), these results refine and extend the relatively sparse evidence for within-reader differentiation of generalized literary text categories and of the appropriate reading strategies. More generally, the observed slowdown for poems is consistent with the idea of “savoring” during poetry reading (Menninghaus & Wallot, 2021).

**Articulation strategies affect reading speed**

A number of previous studies have established that the reading strategy for poetry is characterized by its reduced reading tempo, which has usually been attributed to additional interpretive processes rather than to the construction of phonetic surface form. To assess in how far readers’ reduced reading tempo reflects aspects of oral text performance, we fitted a linear model that predicted participant-level reading-rate adjustments (difference: prose-poetry) on the basis of all observed articulatory adjustments. After stepwise elimination of nonsignificant predictors, results of the final model (adjusted $R^2 = 0.40$) confirmed that the observed reading-speed adjustments can partly be accounted for by the genre-specific regulation of articulation tempo ($\Delta R^2 = 0.30$) and the proportion of speech pauses ($\Delta R^2 = 0.10$). These results indicate that genre-specific reading behavior partly reflects the respective articulation strategies.

**Local effects of genre and context**

**Articulation**

To assess potential effects of genre and context on speech rhythm in critical and postcritical regions, we calculated the ratio of strong and weak syllables (S/W ratio) in terms of three acoustic correlates of word stress: syllable duration, pitch, and intensity; absolute values; and S/W ratios are summarized in Table 3. We had predicted that the poetry-specific strategy leads readers to highlight speech rhythm and to impose additional accent on stressed syllables, which increases S/W ratios, and that the rhythmicity of oral poetry reading increases incrementally if readers attend to prosodic regularities and represent the text’s underlying rhythmic pattern, which should particularly increase S/W ratios in text-medial position.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Critical Function Words (Monosyllabic)</th>
<th>Postcritical Content Word (Disyllabic)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>First FW Ratio</td>
<td>Second FW Ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prose</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text-initial</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text-medial</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Only duration-based S/W ratios reflected prosodic prominence contrasts in the critical region, whereas pitch- and intensity-based S/W ratios did not differ between conditions (all ps > .11). Duration-based S/W ratios indicated that speech rhythm was indeed more pronounced in poetry than in prose ($B = +0.06$ ($\pm$0.03), $t(1287) = 2.04$, $p = .042$, $d = 0.11$; Figure 3A). This genre effect did not differ between text positions, that is, the predicted interaction effect was not significant ($t(1288) < 1$, $p = .772$), indicating that oral poetry reading did not become increasingly rhythmic. Syllable-level analysis of the genre effect revealed that strong syllables (=1st FWs) were longer in poetry than in prose ($B = +8$ ms ($\pm 3$ ms), $t(1287) = 3.01$, $p = .003$, $d = 0.17$), whereas the durations of weak syllables (=2nd FWs) did not differ between conditions (all ps > .34). Moreover, the duration of strong syllables decreased from text-initial to text-medial position ($B = -8$ ms ($\pm 3$ ms), $t(1288) = -3.00$, $p = .003$, $d = -0.17$), presumably reflecting phonetic reduction, which function words in context are particularly prone to (Vogel et al., 2015). The S/W ratios of postcritical regions were unaffected by either genre or position (all ps > .21; Figure 3A). Syllable-level analysis disclosed that, as in critical feet, strong syllables were longer in poetry than in prose ($B = +8$ ms ($\pm 3$ ms), $t(1286) = 3.14$, $p = .002$, $d = 0.18$); contrary to the pattern observed for critical feet, durations of weak syllables showed a similar trend ($B = +5$ ms ($\pm 3$ ms), $t(1286) = 1.72$, $p = .086$, $d = 0.10$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Critical Function Words (Monosyllabic)</th>
<th>Postcritical Content Word (Disyllabic)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>First FW</td>
<td>Second FW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poetry</td>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>$SD$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text-initial</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text-medial</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mean pitch (Hz)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>First FW</th>
<th>Second FW</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>First Syllable</th>
<th>Second Syllable</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prose</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text-initial</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text-medial</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poetry</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mean intensity (dB)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>First FW</th>
<th>Second FW</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>First Syllable</th>
<th>Second Syllable</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prose</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text-initial</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text-medial</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note.** Observed condition means and standard deviations of three major acoustic correlates of syllable prominence; ratios reflect the relative prominence of strong and weak syllables within prosodic feet and served as indices of local speech rhythm.
These results partly confirm our predictions. Participants selectively lengthened syllables to achieve sharper prominence contrasts and thus more pronounced speech rhythm, which appears to be part of the articulation strategy for poetry. This generally corroborates previous findings but suggests a more nuanced characterization of the genre-specific phonetic realization of prosodic prominence contrasts. Wagner (2012) reported that both stressed and unstressed syllables are lengthened in poetry versus prose performance and that duration-based S/W ratios are generally greater. Here, we observed that consistent syllable lengthening was restricted to lexical trochees (in the postcritical region), whereas selective lengthening occurred for function words and that only function-word pairs in the critical region (but not lexical trochees) had greater duration-based S/W ratios in poetry; additionally, only the S/W ratios of lexical trochees approximated Wagner’s findings (~3:2), whereas critical function-word pairs had lower ratios (~4:3) across all conditions. These discrepancies suggest that due to their prosodic flexibility, monosyllabic function words play a special role not only in the rhythmic optimization of spontaneous speech (Vogel et al., 2015) but also of metered verse (Fabb, 2001).

The predicted interaction of genre and context was not borne out by our data, that is, we did not observe increasingly rhythmic articulation in oral poetry reading. Thus, our results do not lend support to the idea that strategic poetry comprehension per default involves constructing representations of systematic prosodic regularities (i.e., the metrical pattern). However, while the occurrence of such an effect would have provided strong evidence for this idea, its absence is inconclusive with respect to both meter recognition and the genre-specific allocation of attention during reading. It might simply be the case that the poetry strategy does not entail increased attention to sound recurrences. Alternatively, it might be that poetry readers do attend to prosodic patterns but that either abstracting these patterns takes longer than two lines of verse and presupposes the accumulation of more evidence (at least for nonexpert readers like the ones in our experiment), or that readers simply do not apply the abstracted pattern during oral text reading, possibly with the intention to avoid an overly stylized performance. Finally, readers’ increased attention might be restricted to perceptually salient sound recurrences at the subsyllabic level, like rhyme or alliteration, rather than focusing on the ongoing prosodic patterns that could just as well occur unnoticed over stretches of written prose or conversational speech (Schlüter, 2005). Kintsch had warned that the versification-level hypothesis is based on data from counting-out rhymes, which are a genre grounded in social interaction and with extremely structured forms and basically interchangeable lexicosemantic content (Rubin et al., 1997). Thus, it might also be the case that detailed representations of a text’s versification level presuppose either repeated exposure, dense and interrelated phonological patterning, reduced informativity of higher levels of text representation, or a combination thereof. In any case, less indirect methods might be better suited to examine whether readers’ attention to sound structure is indeed subject to genre-induced top-down modulations.

Eye movements
We analyzed word-skipping rates of short critical function words and postcritical content words; observed values are summarized in Table 4. We had predicted that words in context (i.e., text-medial ones) are skipped more frequently than text-initial words without prior context, reflecting that mounting contextual constraint allows for less careful progression through a text. We had further predicted that this increase is particularly strong for prose, which is characterized by semantic discourse coherence to a larger degree than poetry, whose semantic coherence may be demoted at the expense of formal coherence achieved by cohesive parallelism (e.g., meter and rhyme).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>First Function Word</th>
<th>Second Function Word</th>
<th>Content Word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prose</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text-initial</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>26.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text-medial</td>
<td>46.9</td>
<td>30.9</td>
<td>36.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poetry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text-initial</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>24.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text-medial</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>32.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Condition means and standard deviations of word-skipping rates (in %) for critical function words (monosyllabic) and postcritical content words (disyllabic). These regions of interest occurred either at the beginning or in the middle of short texts (position: text-initial vs. text-medial) that were categorized and formatted as either literary prose or poetry (genre: prose vs. poetry).

Our results confirmed these hypotheses. Critical function words were skipped more frequently in text-medial position than in text-initial position (1st FW: $z = 9.53, p < .001, OR = 9.07$; 2nd FW: $z = 3.00, p = .003, OR = 1.93$); postcritical content words showed no main effect of position ($z = –1.08, p = .279$); there were no main effects of genre (all $ps > .3$). The observed word-skipping increase from text-initial to text-medial position most likely reflects that mounting discourse constraint warrants less careful navigation through the text. However, since line-initial words were particularly prone to text-medial word skipping, we assume that these position effects additionally reflect the return sweep between lines, whose landing site is usually six or more characters from the left line margin in left-to-right writing systems (Hofmeister et al., 1999).

We further observed the predicted interaction effects of genre and text position at the 1st FW ($z = –4.21, p < .001$) and the postcritical content word ($z = –3.75, p < .001$) but not at the 2nd FW ($z = –0.19, p = .851$) (Figure 3B). As expected, these interactions reflected that the word-skipping increase was more pronounced in prose than in poetry. In text-initial position, neither the 1st FW nor the postcritical content word showed genre-dependent differences (both $ps > .21$); text-medially, however, both words were skipped less frequently in poetry than in prose (1st FW: $z = –8.00, p < .001, OR = 0.18$; content word: $z = –3.95, p < .001, OR = 0.02$). These distinct dynamics probably also partly reflect that the landing site of return sweeps shifts rightward with increasing line length (Hofmeister et al., 1999) and thus results in more line-initial word skipping in prose layout (~60 characters per line) than in poetry format (~30 characters per line). However, the return sweep is an unlikely explanation for the genre effect on skipping rates of line-internal content words in postcritical regions. Skipping rates for these words increased only during prose reading and actually decreased during poetry reading. Thus, it appears that the observed asymmetries between genres reflect both a bottom-up effect that affects line-initial words and that is enhanced by the conventional differences in line lengths, and a top-down effect of genre-appropriate reading strategies that affects line-
initial and line-internal words alike. Crucially, these asymmetries reveal distinct processing dynamics of genre-specific reading rather than indexing general processing defaults.

**Discussion**

The present study examined genre-schematic processing strategies for literary prose and poetry. We recorded speech and eye movements while participants orally read short texts categorized and presented as literary prose or poetry; we hypothesized that readers adjust their reading behavior and their oral text performance to the literary genre. Analyses focused on global differences between genres and—contrary to prior investigations—on the dynamic interaction of genre and contextual information. Our results confirm that readers differentially adjust their reading behavior and their articulation style to literary prose and to poetry and also provide initial evidence for genre-specific processing dynamics.

Readers orally read poetry more slowly than prose, which mainly reflects that they articulate more slowly and lengthen speech units and that silent speech pauses make up a larger portion of an oral reading. Oral poetry performance is also characterized by more pronounced speech rhythm than prose performance, but we found no evidence that readers recognize the underlying metrical pattern early and then use it to make their performance increasingly rhythmical. Taken together, these results corroborate and refine previous findings.

We observed a similar slowdown in reading speed for poetry versus prose. Prior results had established that this adjustment correlates with modulations of comprehension proper (Peskin, 2007). Here, we observed that 40% of the variance in genre-appropriate reading-speed adjustments can be accounted for by articulatory modulations, but these results probably overestimate the contribution of inner speech to eye-movement control during silent reading for comprehension and leisure. Nonetheless, they clearly demonstrate that reading-speed adjustments reflect not only genre-specific interpretive operations but also distinct constraints of genre-specific articulation strategies on information flow in the processing system. Considering that articulation is assumed to play a crucial role in monitoring speech production (Levelt, 1989), slowing inner speech down might allow readers to better monitor the (re)production of a text during silent reading but also to regulate the depth of the comprehension process, because “when the speaker selects a rate, he or she is essentially controlling the rate of construction of the representations” (Dell, 1986, p. 289). Taken together, our eye-movement results extend previous findings and identify eye-movement correlates of poetry- and prose-specific reading behavior. These adjustments suggest that the reading strategy for poetry is less “risky” than the strategy for prose (Fischer et al., 2003; Vančová, 2014) in the sense that it features longer fixations, shorter progressive eye movements and less word skipping (McGowan & Reichle, 2018; Rayner et al., 2006). However, the observed differences between genres also seem to reflect bottom-up effects of the graphical format that distinguishes poetry from prose. Crucially, we found that the riskiness of prose reading increases with the presence of a context, which we interpreted as increasing reliance on the propositional discourse model. This incremental adaption differentiates the comprehension strategy for (literary) prose from the strategy for poetry, and constitutes initial evidence for genre-specific processing dynamics.

**Implications for models of literary comprehension**

The genre-dependent behavioral adjustments we observed are consistent with approaches to discourse comprehension assuming that readers make strategic use of text-type and genre schemata to optimize processing (e.g., Meutsch, 1986; Van Dijk & Kintsch, 1983; Verdaasdonk, 1982; Viehoff, 1995). In particular, they corroborate the notion of the LCCS proposed in Zwaan’s (1996) model of literary comprehension. The LCCS allows readers to deal with the “deliberate inconsiderateness” encountered in
many literary texts and leads them to adjust their reading behavior and the allocation of their attentional resources, resulting in slow reading and improved verbatim text memory. Gradient effects of the LCCS account for the differentiation of literary comprehension strategies that we observed. However, this account is based on an ill-defined notion of gradient “literariness,” which basically reflects formal and thematic text features. It neglects that these features may differ systematically between literary genres and that readers categorize texts. Thus, we rather assume that readers develop not just one LCCS but rather distinct literary control systems, or strategies, that are activated via genre categorization. These strategies reflect the respective exigencies and affordances of different genres and constrain the construction of potentially all levels of mental text representation, including the construction of phonetic surface form. Some adjustments remain constant whereas others lead to diverging processing dynamics during text comprehension.

Modulations of literary text processing in the absence of linguistic differences are hard to accommodate within the neurocognitive poetics model (Jacobs, 2015a, 2015b; Nicklas & Jacobs, 2017), a recent theoretical proposal that aims to relate stylistic theory to neuronal, affective-cognitive, and behavioral effects of literary comprehension. Arguably the most sophisticated formulation of stylistic foregrounding theory’s reception-related aspects, this dual-route model posits a fundamental distinction between foreground and background elements of literary texts that determine the processing trajectory (immersive vs. esthetic) and modulate reading behavior. The reading modes observed in the present study appear to map onto the model’s processing routes (prose = immersive; poetry = esthetic), but they did not depend on the linguistic features of the texts and seemed to be driven by both top-down text categorization and bottom-up layout differences. These and related findings could be accommodated within the neurocognitive poetics model by assuming that the background/foreground distinction is register- and genre-specific, as argued by early foregrounding theorists (Havránek, 1964; Mukařovský, 1964) and that text categorization prior to reading selects the appropriate background/foreground profile, that is, expectations of prototypical and permissible formal and thematic text features and thus co-determines the appropriate processing defaults.

Limitations

In how far do our results generalize to other texts and readers? We presented participants with short constructed texts—designed to be equally acceptable as literary prose or poetry—rather than with authentic literary texts. This allowed us to present texts in both genre conditions to rule out that observed differences were due to confounding text variables. But even with these genre hybrids we obtained clear evidence for conventionalized processing routines that are activated by genre categorization independent of whether or not the texts are prototypical exemplars of their genre. In fact, we assume that the observed behavioral correlates of genre categorization are even more pronounced for authentic texts, because if a text exhibits many distinctive or characteristic features of a literary genre or subgenre, it is likely to result in discourse representations that resonate with readers’ genre schema (Hanauer, 1995, 1996), reinforcing the initial genre categorization that triggers the appropriate processing strategies. For instance, the average articulation rate we observed for poetry (5.1 syllables/second) matches the rate that Byers (1979, p. 369) reported for “light verse” rather than the slower rate she reported for traditional poetry (4.8 syllables/second).

A similar logic applies to the generalizability across readers and the role of expertise. The observed effects depend on the conceptual differentiation of literary genres in the minds of readers and presuppose a certain degree of experience with literary texts. Here, we chose to sample from a student population so that we could presuppose sufficient literary experience to ensure that participants had acquired distinct enough conceptions of literary prose and poetry. We assume that their mostly basic level of experience reflects an intermediate step toward the conceptual differentiation of literary genres that comes with greater expertise. Conceptual differentiation should, in turn, affect genre categorization (Hanauer, 1995) and result in greater...
behavioral differentiation of genre-appropriate reading (Peskin, 2010) and oral text performance (Funkhouser & O’Connell, 2013; Kowal et al., 1975).

Finally, we had more female than male participants in our experiment. To assess whether there were systematic differences between men and women in terms of the observed genre effects, we compared their average modulations of reading and speaking rates. Results revealed no reliable differences (Welch’s two-sample t-tests; reading rate: t(14.89) < 1, p = .639; speaking rate: t(10.53) < 1, p = .552), indicating that genre categorization had indistinguishable effects in men and women.

**Conclusion**

Replicating, extending, and refining a number of previous results, our findings lend further support to the general idea that strategic text reading is genre-specific and demonstrate that readers differentiate literary processing strategies. Although these relationships are imperfectly understood at present, the genre expectations reflected in distinctive behavioral adjustments must be grounded in, and tailored to, systematic formal and thematic differences between previously encountered texts. While we found no support for the idea that poetry comprehension per default involves the representation of systematic sound patterns at the versification level, the present study provided initial evidence for genre-specific processing dynamics, which deserve closer examination in future research.

**Notes**

1. In hierarchical models of speech prosody (e.g., Selkirk, 1995), the foot corresponds to the prosodic level above the syllable. A prosodic foot comprises exactly one stressed syllable and (potentially) adjacent unstressed syllables. Disyllabic feet may either be stress-initial (i.e., trochaic) as in “SISter”, or stress-final (i.e., iambic) as in “caNOE”; for evidence in support of the psychological reality of this prosodic level in German, see (Domahs et al., 2008).
2. **EyeTrack** is developed and provided by the Department of Psychological and Brain Sciences at University of Massachusetts Amherst, MA (https://blogs.umass.edu/eyelab/software/).
3. **MAUS** is developed and provided by the Institute of Phonetics and Speech Processing at LMU Munich, Germany (https://clarin.phonetik.uni-muenchen.de/BASWebServices/interface/WebMAUSGeneral).
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Appendix A

**Stimulus Materials (Table view)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>itemID</th>
<th>CR_TextPosition</th>
<th>itemText</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I01</td>
<td>initial</td>
<td>In der Zeitung las ich heute wieder, dass die Welt nun bald zu Grunde geht. Morgenmuffel haben schlechte Laune: Gute Gründe gibt's bestimmt fast täglich.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I01</td>
<td>medial</td>
<td>Morgenmuffel haben schlechte Laune: Gute Gründe gibt's bestimmt fast täglich. In der Zeitung las ich heute wieder, dass die Welt nun bald zu Grunde geht.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I02</td>
<td>initial</td>
<td>Es hat dieser Tage wohl den Anschein, dass Regierungen nicht denken. Leute merken solche Dinge nicht, Gipfeltreffen kosten Steuergelder.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I02</td>
<td>medial</td>
<td>Leute merken solche Dinge nicht, Gipfeltreffen kosten Steuergelder. Es hat dieser Tage wohl den Anschein, dass Regierungen nicht denken.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I03</td>
<td>initial</td>
<td>Wen der Doktor Faustus plagten wollte, den hat niemand retten können. Jedes noch so kleine Lebewesen hatte nur den Wunsch zu fliehen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I03</td>
<td>medial</td>
<td>Jedes noch so kleine Lebewesen hatte nur den Wunsch zu fliehen. Wen der Doktor Faustus plagten wollte, den hat niemand retten können.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Als ich damals Hochzeit halten wollte, kamen Gäste aus der Ferne. Tanzmusik aus aller Herren Ländern kann aus Fremden Freunde machen.

Bis zum nächsten Terroristentreffen, denn dann sehen wir uns endlich. Denken wir zurück an unsere Taten? Schreibst du Karten an die Liebsten?

Es kann meinetwegen auf- und abgeh'n, doch nicht ständig wieder hin und her. Bilanzieren werde ich mit fünfzig, sehnsuchtsvoll erwarte ich den Tag.

Wär ich bloß nicht Lehrerin geworden, sondern lieber Konditorin! Was mich über alle Maßen ärgert, ist das dauernde Genörgel. Wär ich bloß nicht Lehrerin geworden, sondern lieber Konditorin!


Für die Fußballspieler ist es schwierig, in der ersten Liga zu bestehen. Kognakbraun sind ihre teuren Schuhe, blutigrot sind ihre stolzen Beine.

Kognakbraun sind ihre teuren Schuhe, blutigrot sind ihre stolzen Beine. Für die Fußballspieler ist es schwierig, in der ersten Liga zu bestehen.


Könntest du mir bitte helfen? Heute fühle ich mich hilflos. Es hat keiner meiner sogenannten Freunde sich die Mühe aufgebürdet.

Wer sich alles einfach bastelt, der hat hinterher nur Ärger. Künftig will ich besser planen, Konsequenzen stets bedenken.

Künftig will ich besser planen, Konsequenzen stets bedenken. Wer sich alles einfach bastelt, der hat hinterher nur Ärger.

Wenn das unser Meister nicht erlaubt hat, dann wird niemand uns verzeihen. Öliges Geschmiere auf dem Holztisch, Polituren riechen anders.

Öliges Geschmiere auf dem Holztisch, Polituren riechen anders. Wenn das unser Meister nicht erlaubt hat, dann wird niemand uns verzeihen.

An der Ecke standen hübsche Damen, eine rauchte eine Zigarette. Gelbe Liegestühle standen draußen, Menschen sonnten sich und aßen Kuchen.

An der Ecke standen hübsche Damen, eine rauchte eine Zigarette. Gelbe Liegestühle standen draußen, Menschen sonnten sich und aßen Kuchen.

Es war Friedrichs allergrößter Fehler, dass er dich und mich zuvor erzürnte. Unsere geliebte Blumenvase schmiss er brüllend an die hellen Kacheln.

Unsere geliebte Blumenvase schmiss er brüllend an die hellen Kacheln. Es war Friedrichs allergrößter Fehler, dass er dich und mich zuvor erzürnte.

Wen die Lebenskrise plagt und schindet, sollte sich was Neues suchen. Dieser falsche Hochmut drückt mich nieder, meine Seele sagt mir: Prosit.

Dieser falsche Hochmut drückt mich nieder, meine Seele sagt mir: Prosit. Wen die Lebenskrise plagt und schindet, sollte sich was Neues suchen.


Es muss Frühling in den Bergen werden, dass die ganze Welt davon erfahre. Fleißig wirkte meine Hand im Winter, dir ein silbernes Gewand zu weben.

Kleine Wunder bleiben dem verborgen, dessen Blick nur Fernes fassen kann. Wer sich seine Neugier nicht bewahrt hat, der wird sicher wenig staunen. Kleine Wunder bleiben dem verborgen, dessen Blick nur Fernes fassen kann. Wer sich seine Neugier nicht bewahrt hat, der wird sicher wenig staunen.


Es ist äußerst schwierig für Rebecka, Unmut unterdrückt zu lassen. Heinrich kochte ohne Kochrezepte und vermied Gewürze aller Art. Es war äußerst schwierig für Rebecka, Unmut unterdrückt zu lassen.

Winterwetter ist im Dörfchen Rehmeln plötzlich über Nacht hereingebrochen. Um die Kirche wehen kalte Winde, die dem Pfarrer in die Knochen fahren.

Um die Kirche wehen kalte Winde, die dem Pfarrer in die Knochen fahren. Winterwetter ist im Dörfchen Rehmeln plötzlich über Nacht hereingebrochen.

Es ist wichtig, Freundinnen zu haben, wenn es einem einmal nicht so gut geht. Seither ist Konstanze häufig einsam, steht am Fenster, starrt auf Bäume. Es ist wichtig, Freundinnen zu haben, wenn es einem einmal nicht so gut geht.

Wen der alte König auserwählte, den hat keiner mehr getadelt. Neid und Häme waren fehl am Platze: Jeder konnte profitieren.

Als wir unsere große Mühe hatten, kamen zwei, die helfen konnten. Hausaufgaben fallen Kindern schwerer ohne Unterstützung ihrer Freunde.

Hausaufgaben fallen Kindern schwerer ohne Unterstützung ihrer Freunde. Als wir unsere große Mühe hatten, kamen zwei, die helfen konnten.

Ab dem ersten dieses Monats gelten neue Regelungen. Jemandem das Herz zu stehlen, ist das höchste der Vergehen.

Jemandem das Herz zu stehlen, ist das höchste der Vergehen. Ab dem ersten dieses Monats gelten neue Regelungen.

Es ist leichter allgemein zu sprechen, möchte man die Tiere loben. Einst gehörte mir die Perlenkette, doch ein Rabe riss sie runter.

Einst gehörte mir die Perlenkette, doch ein Rabe riss sie runter. Es ist leichter allgemein zu sprechen, möchte man die Tiere loben.

Seit wir Weine und Liköre trinken, scheint uns unser Leben heiter. Alkohol vertreibt die Sorgen bestens in den Freundekreisen.

Vor der Nase weggefahren ist er, der verfluchte Schweinebus! Die berühmte Gruppe Queen spielt heute und die Bühnenshow wird irre.

Es ist leider viel versprochen worden in den langen Wortgefechten. Beide Kontrahenten sitzen schweigend nun einander gegenüber.

Wenn man seine Eltern selber wählte, wäre man als Kind dann wirklich glücklich?

Bei dem Anblick meiner alten Fotos sehe ich ermüdete Gesichter.

Wem der frische Tau vom Knopfloch perlte, tanzte bis zum Morgengrauen. Nebelschwaden hoben sich gen Himmel, es erwachten Waldgestalten.

Bei dem Anblick meiner alten Fotos sehe ich ermüdete Gesichter. Wenn man seine Eltern selber wählte, wäre man als Kind dann wirklich glücklich?

Im folgenden Block werden Sie 48 Ausschnitte aus Prosatexten lesen. Diese Prosatexte stammen aus unterschiedlichen Textsammlungen vorwiegend zeitgenössischer Schriftsteller. Ihre Aufgabe besteht darin, diese Prosatexte laut vorzulesen.


In the following block, you are going to read 48 excerpts from prose texts. These prose texts stem from different text collections of mainly contemporary authors. Your task is to read these prose texts aloud.

In the following block, you are going to read 48 stanzas from poems. These stanzas stem from different poetry collections of mainly contemporary poets. Your task is to read these stanzas aloud.

Note: Boldface highlights differences between genre versions.